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Introduction
Deep transcriptome sequencing (RNA-seq) is a powerful method that aims for parallel quantitative and qualitative analysis of all coding and many non-coding RNAs in a sample. Although relatively new, RNA-seq has already broadened our understanding of transcriptome complexity in both prokaryotes and eukaryotes. [1] [2] [3] [4] RNA-seq has many advantages over its predecessor, microarrays, not least that it can be used for any organism regardless of the availability of a high-quality genome and detailed transcriptome annotation, [5] [6] [7] [8] and has a wider dynamic range. 9 Many, if not most, eukaryotic genes also give rise to natural antisense transcripts that overlap with the coding mRNA. 10 While some natural antisense transcripts are protein-coding, others are thought to have an important regulatory role. However, if sequencing data are not strand-specific, deconvolution of the data to assess coding mRNA vs. natural antisense transcript levels is difficult, if not impossible (e.g., in the case of antisense transcription vs. retained introns). To this end, strand-specific sequencing data are invaluable, for instance, for natural antisense transcript annotation.
Deep sequencing of transcriptomes allows quantitative and qualitative analysis of many RNA species in a sample, with parallel comparison of expression levels, splicing variants, natural antisense transcripts, RNA editing and transcriptional start and stop sites the ideal goal. By computational modeling, we show how libraries of multiple insert sizes combined with strand-specific, paired-end (ss-pe) sequencing can increase the information gained on alternative splicing, especially in higher eukaryotes. Despite the benefits of gaining ss-pe data with paired ends of varying distance, the standard Illumina protocol allows only non-strand-specific, paired-end sequencing with a single insert size. here, we modify the Illumina RNA ligation protocol to allow ss-pe sequencing by using a custom pre-adenylated 3' adaptor. We generate parallel libraries with differing insert sizes to aid deconvolution of alternative splicing events and to characterize the extent and distribution of natural antisense transcription in C. elegans. Despite stringent requirements for detection of alternative splicing, our data increases the number of intron retention and exon skipping events annotated in the Wormbase genome by 127% and 121%, respectively. We show that parallel libraries with a range of insert sizes increase transcriptomic information gained by sequencing and that by current established benchmarks our protocol gives competitive results with respect to library quality.
Multiple insert size paired-end sequencing for deconvolution of complex transcriptomes
analysis has demonstrated that only paired-end as opposed to single-end sequencing of transcriptome libraries from short-read technologies (e.g., Illumina, Helicos, Solid and Ion Torrent) can be used to reliably reconstruct the majority of splice isoforms in an organism. 21 The utility of the sequencing reads will vary depending on the number of isoforms of a gene, the number of variant exons, read depth and the spacing between the paired reads. In particular, for paired sequencing reads to be associated with a specific splice variant, they must cover unique splice junctions or both ends must fall into variant exons that distinguish the isoform. Paired-end reads of a given spacing are especially important for identification of isoforms from genes with two or more variant exons. 21 A previous analysis of paired-end sequencing with regards to multiple isoforms of a small set of human genes found that paired-end sequencing could identify all but a handful of the isoforms. 21 We developed a probabilistic model of the utility of paired-end reads with variable parameters for average library insert size (taken as the number of nucleotides between the adaptors), distribution of insert sizes, length of sequenced ends, coverage and whether paired ends or single ends were sequenced. We initially focused on annotated genes of the model nematode C. elegans and human with three or more isoforms, as these transcripts will be harder to distinguish with short reads from deep sequencing. To identify whether splicing of two alternatively used regions is coordinately regulated, paired-end reads that map to each of the alternatively spliced regions will typically be required.
To assess the utility of read pairs spaced varying distances apart, we calculated the minimum insert size between the pairedend reads that is required to uniquely identify a given isoform for genes with three or more annotated isoforms (Fig. S1) . Among all C. elegans isoforms that are identifiable only by paired-end reads up to 1 kb apart, 15% (40 isoforms of 260 total) are identifiable by overlapping pairs of reads (based on a read length of 76 bp), while a further 28% of isoforms are identifiable by libraries with up to 148 bp between the paired reads (allowing for ±12.5% variability in library insert length; 73 of 260 isoforms; this corresponds to the most common total insert size of 300 bp including 2 x 76 bp reads). 43% of isoforms are not identifiable by reads up to 148 bp apart, but are identifiable with reads from 148 bp up to 648 bp apart (111 of 260 isoforms), which corresponds to the insert size range of 300-800 bp that we used in our libraries. Compared with higher eukaryotes such as humans, the level of alternative splicing in C. elegans is relative lowly (95-100% vs. 25% of genes having multiple isoforms 12, 13, 23 ). Therefore, we applied our model in parallel to human genes with three or more isoforms to test the utility of parallel library construction in a more complex organism. For humans, 34% of isoforms (1,917 isoforms of 5,688 total) are identifiable by overlapping paired reads, a further 36% by reads up to 148 bp apart (2,037 of 5,688 isoforms), and an additional 26% with reads from 148 bp up to 648 bp apart (1,460 of 5,688 isoforms). Hence, a significant fraction of complex alternative isoforms can only be resolved with library fragment sizes larger than the typical 300 bp.
We modeled the gain in alternative splicing data for (1) a single library with a given insert size (allowing for ±12.5% variability information (based on the Illumina mRNA-seq kit protocol, catalog # RS-100-0801), so will not be the method of choice for all applications. Therefore a number of groups have developed methods for library preparation that retain strand-specificity, some of which are also suitable for paired-end sequencing. [15] [16] [17] Levin et al. 18 recently compared several methods available for transcriptome library preparation and developed a series of criteria by which to assess library quality. Their key criteria include strand-specificity, evenness and continuity of coverage, accuracy compared with other methods of expression profiling and library complexity. According to the Levin comparison, the top two approaches for library construction are dUTP second-strand marking 15 and the Illumina RNA ligation protocol. 19 The dUTP second-strand marking method requires less handling of RNA, but is more expensive than the Illumina RNA ligation protocol according to the calculations of Levin et al. 18 A major limitation of the Illumina RNA ligation protocol is the inability to perform paired-end sequencing, although Levin et al. 18 note that modifications to overcome this drawback should be possible.
In this work, we first assessed the utility of differing library insert sizes (defined as the total fragment length between adaptors) for identification of alternative transcripts from C. elegans and human genes based on a computational model. Furthermore, we have adjusted the Illumina RNA ligation protocol to allow for paired-end sequencing by using a pre-adenylated DNA oligonucleotide as the 3' adaptor as opposed to an RNA adaptor, a modification recently confirmed to increase library quality for small RNAs. 20 Additional modifications reduce the number of gel purification steps to facilitate handling and allow for the parallel construction of multiple libraries with different insert sizes from the same sample. This latter modification allows for characterization of short transcripts as well as more complex alternative splicing events in longer transcripts from the same sample. We refer to our protocol as the Multiple Insert Size Strand-Specific Library (MISSSL) method. We created a test library with different insert sizes for C. elegans, compared the library quality with the libraries analyzed in Levin et al. 18 and analyzed alternative splicing and antisense transcription.
Results
Based on the results of computational analyses, we have developed a paired-end, strand-specific protocol for Illumina sequencing of transcriptomes, where we constructed multiple libraries, in parallel, with a range of insert sizes. We applied this protocol to the model nematode, C. elegans, and show that in practice this simultaneously increases the information gained on alternative splicing and antisense transcription. Additionally, the quality of data produced by this method compares favorably to current benchmark protocols.
Libraries with different insert sizes from the same sample enhance analysis of alternative splicing events. While a sufficient depth of single-end sequencing reads may be adequate in determining gene expression levels, only a fraction of the reads from genes with multiple isoforms will enable the read-generating isoform to be unambiguously identified. 21 Previous theoretical
variants are yet to be annotated. We checked whether our choice of the insert size variability made a difference and found that doubling the variability in insert size had a very minor impact on our results. Therefore, a small but significant increase in isoform information can be gained by generation of transcriptome libraries with differing insert lengths. Our initial modeling determined if a specific isoform could be theoretically identified, given unlimited sequencing depth. However, efficiency of detection is also a practical issue since some genes and isoforms are lowly expressed. Hence, only a few relevant reads will be present in a transcriptome library. We therefore adjusted our model to determine whether more than 10% of reads originating from a transcript could be assigned uniquely to a particular gene isoform. Under these conditions, the fraction of identified isoforms was reduced and the information gain through using parallel libraries with differing insert sizes was more pronounced: (A) an 11% increase in information gain from a single library of optimal insert size compared with all possible read distances up to 1 kb for both humans (n = 66,654) and C. elegans (n = 5,718), and (B) an increase from 3,053 isoforms (53%) identified by a single library of optimum insert size in library insert length, with a minimum insert size of 150 bp), (2) all possible insert sizes from 150 bp (~2 times read length) to the indicated length with the length of each insert known precisely ("optimal choice") and (3) our selection of four parallel libraries with insert sizes uniformly distributed around the means ±12.5% (means of 215 bp, 350 bp, 475 bp and 625 bp). The latter distribution of insert sizes was selected based on our experience of cluster generation with version 4 Illumina kits and an evenly-spaced insert sizes of the libraries. Our theoretical analysis of library insert sizes required to gain information on alternative splicing in genes with two or more isoforms demonstrated that no single insert size can be informative for all splicing events ( Fig.  1A and C) . We observed that all isoforms that require paired-end sequencing to be identified are derived from genes with three and more isoforms. A small insert size (i.e., 200-300 bp) is informative of a greater fraction of alternative isoforms, however, 147 isoforms from C. elegans and 1,734 isoforms from humans require a longer insert size to be identifiable. This is likely an underestimate of the information gained, as the overlap in predicted splice variants between RNA-seq data sets and transcriptome annotations is low (7.5% for Arabidopsis 22 ), indicating that many splice Figure 1 . Theoretical insert size utility. All theoretically possible paired-end reads were generated and the ability of paired-end reads a given distance apart to distinguish gene isoforms was plotted for all genes with two or more isoforms. We examined libraries with (1) a single defined distance between the reads (±12.5%; green), (2) the combination of all possible read distances below a given maximum ("optimal choice"; blue) and (3) our selection of four evenly distributed read distances ("our choice"; black) for (A) C. elegans and (c) humans given an unlimited sequencing depth. We also modeled the fraction of isoforms that could be specifically identified by at least 10% of reads generated by that isoform, given the conditions above for (B) C. elegans and (D) humans. n = 5,718 for C. elegans and n = 66,654 for humans.
best identified by reads that span the alternative region. For the remaining isoforms, most will be identified as long as insert size variance does not exceed 50 bp. Modifications to the Illumina RNA ligation protocol. We modified the Illumina RNA ligation protocol in a number of ways to allow paired-end strand-specific sequencing and to improve handling of samples (Fig. 2) . Our most significant modification to the Illumina RNA ligation protocol is use of a custom 3' adaptor, prepared by pre-adenylation 24 of a DNA oligonucleotide. This 3' adaptor is an inexpensive and versatile modification that allows fusion of the required sequences for paired-end sequencing 25 to RNA in a strand-specific manner. Using this modification, the MISSSL library can then be sequenced with the Illumina small RNA and second paired-end sequencing primers, 26 using published methods. 25 We designed the oligonucleotide based on the Illumina paired-end adaptor, however any sequence could theoretically be used for the 3' adaptor, with the complement as a sequencing primer, so long as the minimal sequence for annealing and amplification on the Illumina chip is added during PCR amplification.
Additional modifications include the use of Ambion RNAqueous Micro columns for library clean-up steps due to their small elution volume and high efficiency of RNA recovery. Using column-based purification allows for the removal of excess adaptor that has not been ligated to the RNA and facilitates elution in small volumes for immediate use in downstream preparation steps. This reduces handling time by eliminating multiple precipitation, centrifugation and resuspension steps.
To construct multiple libraries of varying insert size in parallel, we conducted three rounds of PCR after RT-PCR to convert the ssDNA to dsDNA. This DNA was then separated on an agarose gel and the DNA extracted from gel slices with the desired insert sizes. Further rounds of PCR were then used to amplify the library before quantification and sequencing. The intermediate size selection step is necessary due to the bias of PCR amplification toward lower insert sizes, but we feel this is a minor increase in handling time compared with the potential information gain.
Analysis of alternative splicing and antisense transcription in C. elegans. In a test of our protocol with mRNA from the nematode C. elegans, we used a short RNA fragmentation time to generate a range of fragment sizes and constructed, in parallel, four transcriptome libraries with insert sizes averaging 215, 350, 475 and 625 bp as measured by Agilent Bioanalyzer and 155, 320, 480 and 595 bp as estimated from read alignments. The standard deviation in library insert size was approximately 50 bp as estimated from read alignments. Insert size range is largely influenced by the width of the excised gel slice, and therefore could be further reduced.
The utility of this library construction approach for more comprehensive analysis of splice variants, with different insert sizes benefiting the interpretation of alternative splicing, is further demonstrated in Figure 3 . In the case shown in Figure  3 , there are five annotated isoforms of gene mdt-28 listed in WormBase. In both cases where the longer exon 3 is included in the isoform, it is paired with the short exon 7 rather than longer variant exons 8 or 9 (Fig. 3A) . Plotting read coverage from all to 3,555 isoforms (62%) through use of our choice of four insert sizes for C. elegans (see Fig. 1B ). The increase in information was similar for human isoforms with comparable conditions [ Fig.  1D ; 79% (52,571 of 66,654 isoforms from 12,179 genes) increasing to 87% (58,175 of 66,654 isoforms), with a total of 60,017 isoforms (90%) identifiable if using all possible insert sizes with paired reads up to 1 kb apart]. Moreover, while the optimal overall read distance is ~148 bp (insert size ~300 bp), we found 118 C. elegans isoforms and 1,194 human isoforms can be identified efficiently only with longer insert sizes. These isoforms would be not efficiently identifiable (less than 1% of reads) with an insert size of at most 300 bp, but would be efficiently identifiable (more than 10% of reads) with larger insert sizes (where the optimal insert size may be different for each transcript). This highlights the value of generating multiple libraries with different insert sizes, especially for transcriptomes with high levels of alternative splicing, as many analyses require a sufficiently high number of informative reads to produce high-confidence results.
Subsequent to test library production, we modeled how much variance in insert size can be tolerated while still allowing for unambiguous isoform identification in humans. There is a tradeoff between the total range of insert sizes covered and the information that can be gained through low insert size variance in a single library. We found that the number of efficiently identifiable transcripts drops significantly when the insert size variability is above ±50 bp (data not shown). The median exon length of about 130 bp can explain this observation. Some isoforms can tolerate no uncertainty in insert size; these include cases with closely spaced alternative splice junctions that will be with different insert sizes. This illustrates that multiple insert size libraries facilitate the detection of novel isoforms.
We examined the proportion of annotated alternative splicing events, as defined by single exon skipping and intron retention events, which could be verified by our libraries. The C. elegans genome annotation (WS199) contains a total of 802 intron retention and 517 exon skipping events. We detected 201 of these known intron retention events (25%) and 343 of the annotated exon skipping events (66%) in our RNA-seq data, while we identified 1,021 novel intron retention and 630 novel exon skipping events ( Fig. 4; annotations available from Sup. website). A similarly small overlap of RNA-seq derived alternative splicing events compared with annotated events was previously seen for Arabidopsis tiling arrays and RNA-seq data from a broad panel of tissues. 22, 27 The low level of overlap between annotated and detected alternative splicing events is likely due to a number of factors: splicing events may be annotated in databases regardless of how rarely they occur (or they may have been a mis-splicing event 28 ); splicing may be tissue-, life stage-or cell line-specific and below detection limits in the whole-organism libraries prepared here; and splicing may be environmentally regulated such that a given event is not present under our growth conditions. the libraries, it is clear that while isoforms with exon 4 are predominant, isoforms containing exon 3 are also present (Fig. 3B) . Using read coverage from the libraries with an average insert size of 475 and 625 bp, we can show that approximately 6.5% of the transcripts contain exon 3 paired with either exon 8 or exon 9 (peak of 30 transcripts at 827 bp in Fig. 3C /peak of 460 transcripts at 827 bp for green line in Fig. 3B and C) . Therefore, in this case the use of a longer insert size was able to confirm presence of a new isoform of the gene where shorter insert sizes would not have been informative.
To investigate the genome-wide contribution of a multiple library approach to the identification of novel transcript isoforms, we calculated the number of paired read alignments in each library specifically mapping to each annotated isoform. We also counted a novel isoform generated as a path through a splicing graph as more consistent with our paired-end coverage if it explained at least 10 read-pairs more than any annotated isoform. We found 993 novel isoforms with paired-end read support. The overlap between each combination of library insert sizes was calculated ( Fig. S2) and demonstrates that while 441 of 993 (44%) novel isoforms are supported by all libraries, a substantial fraction of isoforms were only supported by a subset of the libraries regions with the highest levels of antisense read coverage showed that in some cases this may be due to incomplete annotation of neighboring genes, with read coverage sometimes extending over 1 kb beyond the annotated gene model. While our comparison was to WS199/200, some of these antisense regions have since been correctly annotated by the integrated transcripts of modENCODE, 30 however other transcribed regions have either been only partly extended, or may have been incorrectly extended due to the lack of strand-specific data (e.g., WBGene00018833, WBGene00021602, WBGene00008032 and WBGene00012713 ; Table S2 ). Moreover, we found a low correlation between the number of sense and antisense reads for protein coding genes (Spearman correlation 26%), as previously observed for yeast. 35 We were interested in whether genes associated with particular biological functions or processes were more frequently associated with antisense transcripts. An analysis of gene ontology categories for genes with antisense transcription showed highly significant enrichment of several categories. By function, nucleotide binding ability (p-value = 4 x 10 -5 ) and catalytic activity (p-value = 4 x 10 -8 ), along with its subcategory of hydrolase activity (p-value = 3.4 x 10 -6 ), were most significantly enriched. Enrichment of catalytic activity and nucleotide binding was also previously observed in a data set of convergent, overlapping transcripts from human, fly and mouse. 36 When analyzed by process, genes for several biological processes were highly significantly enriched for antisense transcripts including; metabolic processes (p-value = 2 x 10 -6 ), localization establishment (p-value = 2.4 x 10 -7 ), cellular processes [p-value = 3.3 x 10 -19 ; with sub-category transport (p-value = 1.2 x 10 -6 )], developmental processes (p-value = 1.2 x 10 -23 ), reproduction (p-value = 1 x 10 -10 ) and locomotion (p-value = 3.8 x 10 -7 ). Quality assessment of the MISSSL method. We analyzed library quality using the pipeline developed by Levin et al. 18 for combined reads from the two libraries with insert sizes averaging 215 bp and 350 bp. We also adjusted the number of reads used in the pipeline to account for the larger C. elegans genome and transcriptome compared with the S. cerevisiae samples used by Levin et Fig. 6A and Table 1 ]. These parameters are important as they indicate the library complexity and will be lower if there is significant clonal sequencing due to the use of too many PCR cycles during library amplification. The average coefficient of variation, a measure of evenness of read coverage across the genes, was also comparable between MISSSL, dUTP secondstrand marking and the Illumina RNA ligation methods (Fig. 6B and Table 1 ). In addition, we observed a lower weighted average number of segments per gene (Fig. 6B) hinting at a more uniform read coverage.
Our libraries have a lower number of antisense strand reads (0.15% vs. 0.55/0.58% for the Illumina RNA ligation and dUTP
We further compared the exon skipping events identified from our data set to recent deep-sequencing data sets that combined encompass approximately 14x as many RNA-seq reads as we generated. 23, 29, 30 These analyses were performed with the exon skipping data since intron retention events are indistinguishable from incomplete mRNA processing with this data. While the majority of exon skipping events we detected were also annotated in these data sets (Fig. S3 and Table S1 ), 8% of our exon skipping events were either not present or matched to unconfirmed events. From the latter subset of 79 genes, we tested 15 exon skipping events by RT-PCR and were able to confirm all exon retention events and 13 of the exon skipping events (Table S1) .
Antisense transcription, at least in humans and mice, is most common in the 250 bp upstream of transcriptional initiation and within 1.5 kb downstream of stop codons. 10, [31] [32] [33] However, given the unusually low level of antisense transcription in nematodes, 34 these generalities may not apply. We examined the distribution of sense and antisense reads in relation to proteincoding genes. As expected we found enrichment for sense transcription in exons (Fig. 5A) . We also found above-background levels of transcriptional activity in flanking intergenic regions, which we attribute to incomplete annotations of 5' and 3' untranslated regions (UTRs; data not shown). Moreover, we detected enrichment for antisense transcription in the last exon (~2-fold), 3' untranslated regions (~3-fold) and 250 bp downstream (~6-fold) of C. elegans protein coding genes (Fig. 5B) . We observed that most antisense reads (~97%) originate from regions around protein coding genes, with coverage at least two to three times higher than in pseudogenes, transposable elements, non-coding genes and structural genes (e.g., tRNAs and rRNA; data not shown). Manual inspection of gene-flanking The overlap between alternative splicing events annotated in WormBase (yellow) and those verified by our libraries (blue) is shown for single retained introns and skipped exons. The percentage of previously annotated splicing events that we were able to confirm is indicated. From an RNA-seq-based splicing graph extension and analysis, we were able to identify many novel alternative splicing events.
Discussion
In this paper, we model the utility of libraries with multiple insert sizes from the same mRNA sample in the identification of splice variants and develop a method for paired-end, strand-specific sequencing with multiple parallel libraries. We assess library quality and identify new alternative splicing and natural antisense transcription events. Our method is based on the Illumina RNA ligation method, but extends the practicality of this method to paired-end reads. As calculated by Levin et al. 18 there were quality parameters where the Illumina RNA ligation method out-performed the dUTP second-strand marking method; the dUTP method produced fewer mapped reads (63% vs. 70% for the dUTP and Illumina RNA ligation methods respectively, Levin et al. Sup. Table 1) , and fewer uniquely mapping first reads (42% vs. 59% respectively; Levin et al. Sup. Table 1 ). The number of segments per kb were significantly lower with our method compared with the dUTP method (1.48 vs. 1.85 segments per kb) indicating more even read coverage. The preparation time for the Illumina RNA ligation and dUTP second-strand marking methods are comparable, 18 however with limited gel purifications steps and workflow optimization, library preparation with the MISSSL method can be completed in 2-3 d. Furthermore, our results demonstrate that the MISSSL method can generate strand-specific, paired-end libraries of comparable quality to the current benchmarks of the dUTP second-strand marking and Illumina RNA ligation methods.
Importantly, we have incorporated into our protocol the ability to make multiple libraries in parallel, which differ by insert size, from a single RNA sample. Our probabilistic models show that in a complex organism some genes with two or more isoforms can only be identified by paired-end reads with an insert second-strand marking methods respectively Fig. 6C ), however this is likely due to the lower degree of antisense transcription in C. elegans compared with S. cerevisiae, previously reported as 0.5% and 8% respectively. 34, 37 We believe the higher percentage of reads in non-exonic regions in C. elegans (2.81%) as compared with S. cervisiae (0.57-0.85%; Fig. 6D ) to be due to less complete annotation of the more complex C. elegans transcriptome, 38 as was observed for the antisense reads. We further compared the reads to the modENCODE transcribed regions, 30 which, in conjunction with the WS200 annotation, reduced the non-exonic reads to 2.73% of the data set. Inclusion of pseudogenes in the definition of exonic reads reduced the percentage of exonic reads to 2.57% and 2.51%, respectively, for the WS200 annotation and modENCODE plus WS200.
We also compared gene expression estimates based on our library to those from tiling microarray data 39 to assess the quantitative ability of MISSSL. Our sequenced libraries were prepared with RNA from nematodes at mixed developmental stages, however no tiling array data was available from a comparable RNA sample. Although the microarray data are not from the same RNA sample, and incorporates only a subset of the C. elegans developmental stages that we used in the construction of our library, we found a respectable agreement between the data sets (R 2 = 0.76, see Fig. 6E , also showing the evaluation by Levin et al. on S. cerevisiae data for comparison). The lower correlation, compared with Levin et al. for yeast, is likely due to expression differences in the different developmental stages that were used to generate the microarray and RNA-seq data sets. In summary, using the parameters determined by Levin et al. data generated using our method of paired-end, strandspecific sequencing is overall of comparable quality to current benchmark methods.
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Figure 5. Location of sense and antisense transcription in relation to protein-coding genes. The abundance of sense and antisense reads in relation to protein-coding gene structure was calculated for regions: up to 250 bp upstream of annotated transcriptional start sites; within 5' UTRs; within first, last or all exons; within first, last or all introns; within 3' UTRs; and up to 250 bp downstream of annotated genes. The distribution of (A) sense reads over each described region is shown for all libraries in comparison to the distribution of (B) antisense reads.
level of alternative splicing. Although we sequenced our libraries in individual lanes to ensure deep coverage and facilitate analysis, barcoding and mixing of libraries after quantification for sequencing in a single lane would also be feasible. We conclude from our analyses that insert size information will be of most use when there is a low level of insert size variability (not more than 50 bp). From computational modeling on human data (not shown), we can recommend libraries with 0 bp, 150 bp, 400 bp and 800 bp between the paired reads, based on insert size variability of 50 bp. (For this recommendation, we give insert sizes between the reads as Illumina read length capabilities are steadily increasing). We also observe that the dUTP method could similarly be adjusted to allow for parallel construction of multiple libraries of varying insert size.
Although Vivancos et al. developed a similar pairedend sequencing protocol, a significant advantage of the MISSSL method is that it involves no PAGE gel purification steps (eliminating time-consuming RNA/DNA recovery steps), since it is based on the Illumina RNA ligation protocol 19 rather than the original RNA ligation protocol. The elimination of PAGE gel purification steps means shorter nucleic acid recovery times. Since PAGE allows greater resolution of nucleic acids, any group requiring reduced insert size standard deviation could adapt MISSSL for PAGE purification. Library insert size can also be modified as needed with empirical adjustment of RNA fragmentation time (conditions here give a range of 130-730 bp). If only smaller insert sizes are desired, fragmentation time could be increased and starting RNA reduced. Differences in ligation efficiency due to RNA sequence and/or secondary structures are the major factor in library bias for small RNAs. 20 This may partly explain why the Illumina RNA ligation protocol generally performed better than the RNA ligation protocol in the analysis by Levin et al. 18 For short RNA species, where fragmentation is not required to generate small lengths for cloning, current read lengths may allow for complete sequencing of transcripts with a paired-end protocol. Since the dUTP second-strand marking method partly relies on random priming to generate a relatively even read coverage across transcripts, a ligation-based protocol that preserves 3' end information may be more appropriate for sequencing short non-polyadenylated transcripts, such as those produced by RNA polymerase V in plants. 40 The MISSSL method preserves 3' end information.
Antisense transcription plays an important role in gene regulation. 10 A recent report using Tag-seq data from C. elegans confirmed previous reports of abundant antisense transcription from five of the 12 mitochondrial genes but only less abundant antisense signal from a small number of nuclear genes. 41, 42 Here our strand-specific data shows that antisense transcripts are most commonly located in the 250 bp downstream of genes, the 3' UTRs and in the last exon, similar to the previously noted distribution size greater than 300 bp (C. elegans: 147 isoforms; human: 1,734 isoforms). This is likely a large underestimate of information gain since many splice variants remained unannotated in WS199/200 (overlaps between RNA-seq data sets and transcriptome annotations have been reported as low as 7.5% for Arabidopsis; 22 see further discussion below). We demonstrate the practical utility of combining information from multiple insert sizes with an example from C. elegans, moreover our model demonstrates that the gain in information from making multiple parallel libraries differing in insert size will be greater for organisms with a higher 18 while ce MIsssL denotes the paired-end data from C. elegans that we present here. n/a = not applicable.
increase annotation accuracy of higher genomes, especially those with extensive alternative splicing and antisense transcription.
In this paper we have shown through modeling and data from C. elegans that there is a significant advantage, when annotating alternative splicing events, to inclusion of a broader range of insert size lengths than is currently used for transcriptome library preparation. A range of insert sizes, in combination with strand-specific reads, allows analysis of mRNA levels, alternative splicing events and antisense transcripts from a single sample. In conclusion, we believe the MISSSL method for construction of multiple insert size, strand-specific libraries for paired-end RNA sequencing provides a competitive alternative to the currently published protocols and will aid in the further annotation of complex transcriptomes.
Materials and Methods
Insert size utility modeling. We created a probabilistic model to study the influence of various parameters of library construction on the resolution of alternative splicing events from mRNA-seq data. The model was used to calculate the probability of identifying different isoforms of a gene given the insert size, the band width that had been cut out of the gel, the length of the sequenced ends, read coverage and whether paired-end or single-end reads were used. The model for the paired-end reads was created as follows. For a given gene with multiple isoforms, we first determined all possible read pair matches independent of the parameters. We then established which of those read pairs could be mapped back to one and only one isoform. For example, these could be reads that cover an exon or splice junction unique to one isoform. Next, we checked which of the reads that uniquely identified a in flanking intergenic regions for humans and mice. 10, [31] [32] [33] We observe enrichment for antisense transcription in specific gene ontologies. To our knowledge, this is the first genome-wide analysis of antisense read distribution for C. elegans.
Two recent studies of the C. elegans transcriptome have characterized a large number of novel alternative splicing events, many of which are developmentally regulated and rare. 23, 29 Our study would not have detected many of these events due to use of mixed-stage nematodes and the stringent requirement for five supporting reads or 90% retained intron coverage (indeed, we failed to detect 1,465 exon skipping events described in ref. 23 ). Nonetheless, our data identified 127% and 121% more intron retention and exon skipping events, respectively, compared with WS199/200. While these studies 23, 29, 30 utilized extensive data sets, and in one case also incorporated strand-specific sequencing, the deep sequencing reads were short single-end reads [36 and 39 bp respectively for ref. 29 and 23] . Comparison of the MISSSL data set with two recent alternative splicing data sets 23, 29, 30 showed a higher level of overlap in exon skipping events compared with WS199/200, indicating the recently improved annotation of alternative splicing in C. elegans. Although our RNA-seq data set was approximately 14 times smaller and probably did not reach saturation level for annotation of alternative splicing events, 23 8% of the exon skipping events we annotated had not previously been confirmed. With improvement of the Illumina platform and the development of transcriptome sequencing methodology, paired reads of up 150 bp are now possible. Longer, paired sequencing reads will facilitate transcriptome characterization as longer reads increase the probability of spanning splice junctions while paired-ends allow identification of coordination for more distant alternative splicing events. Together these developments will Illumina RNA Ligation with single end reads in S. cerevisiae (sc Illumina se), dUTp in S. cerevisiae (sc dUTp), and our proposed paired-end strand-specific library protocol applied to C. elegans (ce Illumina pe).
a
The number of reads used in our analysis was scaled according to transcriptome size for C. elegans vs S. cerevisiae.
Library construction. Total RNA (150 μg) was isolated with Trizol (Invitrogen; #15596-018) from C. elegans (strain N2) of mixed developmental stages and then mRNA purified with the μMACS mRNA Isolation kit following the manufacturer's instructions (Miltenyi Biotec; #130-090-276). After mRNA integrity was confirmed on a Bioanalyzer RNA 6000 Nano Chip (Agilent technologies; #5067-1511), the 5' cap was removed with 10 U of Tobacco Acid Pyrophosphatase (Epicenter Biotechnologies; #T19050) in the presence of 40 U Ribonuclease inhibitor (Fermentas; #EO0381) at 37°C for 90 min. RNA was purified using RNAqueous Micro columns (Ambion; #AM1931) and eluted in 2 x 9 μl, following the manufacturer's LCM protocol with a few modifications: the sample volume was brought to 100 μl using lysis buffer; 1.25 volumes of ethanol were added to the sample unless otherwise noted; and no LCM additive was used.
An amount of 2 μl of fragmentation buffer (Ambion; #AM8740) was used to fragment the RNA for 90 sec at 70°C, followed by addition of 2 μl stop buffer and brief incubation on ice. RNA was purified using RNAqueous Micro columns (Ambion; #AM1931) and eluted in 2 x 8 μl. RNA was dephosphorylated then 5' phosphorylated as in Levin et al. 18 with the exception that we added Antarctic phosphatase buffer instead of PNK buffer for rephosphorylation. RNA was purified using RNAqueous Micro columns (Ambion; #AM1931), eluted in 2 x 10 μl, ethanol precipitated (-80°C overnight) and resuspended in 5.2 μl of DEPC-treated water. The 3' and 5' adaptors (adenylated-A and B respectively) were ligated as in Levin et al. 18 but using 10 U T4 RNA ligase 2 truncated (Fermentas; #M0242) and T4 RNA ligase respectively (Fermentas; #EL0021). RNA was purified using RNAqueous Micro columns (Ambion; # AM1931), precipitating with 0.8 volumes of ethanol to remove un-ligated adaptors, eluted in 2 x 10 μl, ethanol precipitated (-80°C overnight) and resuspended in 5 μl of DEPC-treated water.
The RevertAid FirstStrand cDNA synthesis kit was used for reverse transcription (Fermentas; #K1621). 0.5 μl small RNA RT primer (D, 100 μM) was added to the RNA and incubated at 65°C for 10 min. Two μl 5x First Strand Buffer, 1 μl 10 mM dNTPs and 0.5 μl RiboLock RNase inhibitor were added. After incubation at 48°C for 3 min, 1 μl RevertAid was added and the reaction incubated at 42°C for 1 h before deactivating the enzyme at 70°C for 10 min. Three cycles of PCR were used to convert the ssDNA template into dsDNA (200 μl reaction volume, 1x GC buffer, 125 nM for each PCR primer (E and F), 250 μM dNTPs, 3% DMSO and 4 U Phusion (Finnzymes; #F-530) with thermocycling conditions of 30 sec at 98°C, 3 cycles of 10 sec at 98°C, 45 sec at 72°C, then an extension of 5 min at 72°C). Following ethanol precipitation (-80°C for at least 1 h), DNA was resuspended in 10 μl water and run on a 1% agarose gel in 1x TAE buffer. Regions with the desired insert sizes were excised, DNA extracted using the Qiaquick gel elution kit (Qiagen; #28704) and eluted in 30 μl EB. Test PCRs were run to determine the optimum DNA dilution for each sample. Final PCRs were run (500-1,500 μl reaction volume depending on test PCR results, 10 μl RT reaction, 1x GC buffer, 125 nM for each PCR primer (E and F), 250 μM dNTPs, 3% DMSO and 20 U/mL Phusion particular isoform were in concordance with the parameters of our model. If no such read existed, we reported that this isoform could not be identified with the given parameters.
To estimate how many isoform-specific reads were expected for a given read coverage, we assumed that all paired reads remaining after previous filtering from an isoform were equally likely. We then calculated the fraction of reads which distinguished this specific isoform from other isoforms given all the reads potentially generated from the isoform under the chosen parameters. The reads were distributed according to a binomial distribution B(n,p) with n being the total number of reads from the isoform and p being the fraction described above. This gives n·p reads as the expected number of informative reads. For our models we used the human HG19 annotation 43,44 and the C. elegans WormBase (WS199/200) annotation. 45 The program can be obtained from the Supplemental website.
Primer and adaptor sequences. 3' adaptor pre-adenylation. We performed 3' adaptor adenylation largely as described in Vigneault et al. Five μl of 3' adaptor (A; 500 μM) was mixed with 75 μl of antisense primer (C; 100 μM), 0.5 μl 1 M Tris (pH 7.5), 0.3 μl 0.5 M NaCl and 10 μl 1 mM EDTA in a total volume of 115 μl. The adaptors were annealed by heating to 95°C for 3 min then cooling immediately on ice. 40 μl 0.2 M MOPS, 2 μl 1 M MgCl 2 , 20 μl 0.1 M DTT, 20 μl 0.1 M ATP and 18 μl of T4 DNA ligase (NEB; #M0202M; 2,000 U/μl) were added and the mix incubated at 25°C for 24 h to adenylate the adaptor. The 3' adaptor and antisense oligonucleotide were separated on a 1.5 mM thick 17.5% TBE-Urea polyacrylamide gel at 300 V for 60 min. The 3' adaptor band was excised, and the gel slice fragmented by centrifuging though needle holes in the bottom of a 0.5 ml tube into a 1.5 ml tube. Two volumes of 0.3 M NaCl were added and the adaptor eluted at 4°C overnight with shaking. The mixture was transferred to a SpinX Cellulose Acetate filter (Costar; #CLS8163) to recover the eluate. After ethanol precipitation (-80°C for at least 1 h), the adaptor was resuspended in 20 μl water, quality checked on a 17.5% TBE-Urea polyacrylamide gel, and measured to be at a concentration of 89 μM based on absorbance at 260 nm on a Nanodrop (Thermo Scientific). The 3' adaptor adenylation protocol should provide sufficient adaptor for at least 15-20 libraries. Adaptor should be used at a concentration around 100 μM.
version of the weighted number of segments per gene, where we used the mean transcript length of the respective organism for normalization. Finally, we compared gene expression estimates based on our RNA-seq sequences to estimates from a tiling array experiment undertaken with an RNA sample from young adult worm cells. From the RNA-seq read alignments, we estimated gene expression by considering the binary logarithm of the number of aligned reads that fall within the annotated genic region. We used expression estimates (binary logarithm-based) provided by Stefan R. Henz 39 based on tiling array measurements that were prepared using a combination of different analysis tools including RMA. 49 We determined the Pearson's correlation coefficient between the RNA-seq and the tiling array-based estimates, and calculated the root mean square error (RMSE) after normalizing the estimates by the mean absolute difference of the two sets and fitting a linear model of the RNA-seq data set to the tiling array data set. Results were comparable when using Spearman's correlation coefficients. The modified scripts and the reads used for the analyses are available from the Supplemental website.
Intergenic read mapping. To assess read mapping in intergenic regions, we created a logical map of the C. elegans genome. Based on the wormbase annotation (WS199), the modENCODE data set (see below) and the transcriptionally active regions (TARs) from Spencer et al., 39 all genic regions were marked with a 1 (the rest with 0). We counted the percentage of uniquely aligned reads that overlapped at least 10 bp with an intergenic region (defined as regions of 0 within the logical genome array). For read counting, the alignments from the two shortest insert size libraries were merged and filtered to retain only the best mapping alignments (identified by alignment quality score). From this alignment set we randomly chose a subset of 6.77 M read alignments for further processing.
Detection of alternative splicing events. We identified intron retention and exon skipping events for each library using splicing graphs, as implemented in the mGene-Toolbox 38,50 with extensions described in reference 22 and 27. For each gene, we constructed a splicing graph 50 representing the set of all possible isoforms, initialized with the exons of annotated isoforms as nodes, and edges connecting nodes whenever an annotated intron connects two exons. For each library as well as for their union, we generated a splicing graph that was then modified to reflect any library-specific splicing event supported by the RNAseq alignments (specific settings chosen by manual inspection):
To identify intron retention events. We checked for each annotated intron whether at least 90% of the intron was covered with RNA-seq reads, and that the average alignment coverage was at least 5 and between 20% and 120% of the coverage of flanking exons (flanking exons were required to have less than 4-fold difference in their alignment coverage). If all conditions were satisfied, we extended the splicing graph by an additional exon starting at the 5' position and ending at the 3' end of the two flanking exons, respectively. Vice versa, if spliced alignments, with at most one mismatch, of at least five RNA-seq reads confirmed an intron that was completely contained in an exon represented in the splicing graph, we extended the splicing graph by (Finnzymes; #F-530) with thermocycling conditions of 30 sec at 98°C, 17 cycles of 10 sec at 98°C, 45 sec at 72°C, then an extension of 5 min at 72°C). PCR products were ethanol precipitated (-80°C for at least 1 h), resuspended in 10 μL of water and run on a 1% agarose gel in 1x TAE buffer. Regions with the desired insert sizes were excised, DNA extracted using the Qiaquick gel elution kit (Qiagen; #28704) and eluted in 30 μl water.
Library quality and concentration were evaluated on a Bioanalyzer DNA 1000 Chip (Agilent technologies: #5067-1504). Library concentrations were brought to 10 nM with EB supplemented with 0.1% Tween20. Notes: (1) Combined adaptor size after PCR is approximately 120 bp. In our experience, the libraries run 50 bp higher on the second agarose gel, so we adjusted band excision accordingly. (2) Number of PCR cycles could be further optimized to reduce clonal sequencing.
Illumina GA-II sequencing. The libraries were sequenced on an Illumina Genome Analyzer IIx with 76 bp paired-end reads using version 4 sequencing reagent kits (Illumina) with the Illumina small RNA and PE 2 sequencing primers. Sequencing primers were ordered from Eurofins MWG and prepared as detailed in Quail et al.
On average per library we obtained 26.7 million read pairs (24.4, 26.0, 32.4 and 23.8 million reads for the libraries with average insert sizes of 215, 350, 475 and 625, respectively), for a total of 106.6 million read pairs. The reads were not filtered by read quality (specifically the Illumina quality filter was turned off).
Read mapping. The reads of the four libraries were aligned with PALMapper 46 version 0.4a to the C. elegans genome 45 allowing at most six mismatches and two indels, a maximal intron size of 25 kb and at most two introns per alignment. 38 This resulted in a total of 95.3 million aligned fragments (89.3%) where at least one of the two reads could be aligned (21.2, 22.8, 29.4 and 21.9 million fragments for libraries with average insert sizes of 215 bp, 350 bp, 475 bp and 625 bp, respectively).
For library quality evaluation (see below) we considered only a subset of the reads for alignment. We aligned reads from the libraries with smaller insert sizes (average 215 and 350 bp) and added paired-end information by using the tool Fixmate included in the SAMTools release. 47 At most one alignment per read was considered in further analyses: we took the highest sum of alignment scores of consistent pairs of alignments or highest score for singleton alignments.
Library quality evaluation. We adapted the scripts used for the analyses by Levin et al. 18 to the C. elegans genome and our RNA-seq data (scripts obtained from http://broadinstitute. org/regev/rnaseqmethods/on August 27, 2010). All analyses were based on comparisons to the protein-coding genes in the WormBase annotation. 48 The set of alignments was randomly down-sampled to 6,775 M reads to correct for the different transcriptome sizes of C. elegans (28.3 Mb) and S. cerevisiae (10.4 Mb) where 2.5 M reads were used for library quality evaluation. After this adjustment, the median expression of the top 50% expressed genes of our sample was similar to that of the yeast dUTP set (8.4 vs. 7.8). To account for the different average transcript lengths in the two organisms, we reported a normalized of other genes. We also recorded the cumulative length for each of these regions for all considered genes.
We calculated the antisense read distribution in the following way. We first normalized the read coverage of genes with at least one antisense read by dividing the summed coverage of each region in a particular gene by the mean antisense coverage of that gene. This step was done to limit the influence of single, highly covered regions. We then averaged the distributions over all genes by summing these normalized coverages over all genes and dividing by the cumulative lengths over all genes of each region. The resulting numbers correlate with the fold-deviation from uniformity: a coverage of one for each region would indicate equal distribution of the antisense reads along the length of the gene. We repeated the same analysis for sense reads.
Enrichment for specific gene ontology categories in the list of genes with antisense transcription was assessed by GOrilla (cblgorilla.cs.technion.ac.il/; 51 ). p-values were corrected for multiple testing by Bonferroni correction.
Novel transcript support. To calculate the number of paired read alignments specifically supporting single transcript isoforms, we counted how many pairs are compatible with each isoform, that is having a consistent overlap of at least 5 bp per mate. The counts were computed for all four different insert size libraries. We counted a novel isoform as more consistent with our pairedend coverage if it explained at least more 10 read-pairs than any annotated isoform.
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